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Introduction 
In control techniques the Laplace transformatiou is the most frequent 
method for determining transient responses and investigating the dynamical 
characteristics of elements or systems. By means of Laplace transformation, 
the differential equations or the set of differential equations describing linear 
invariant systems can be converted into algebraic equations or set of equations, 
respectively, drawn about the behaviour of systems. In spite of the fact that 
returning from the operator domain into the time domain that is, the 
inverse Laplace transformation -- is theoretically well established and solved, 
its performance may encounter difficulties as to the calculus procedure. That 
is only why we considered it advisable to develop a computing algorithm to 
perform inverse Laplace transformation, that is, to determine time function. 
In case of distinct poles a very simple and rapid algorithm or rather a complete 
ALGOL program is described in [5]. Another computing program described 
in [21] can be used in case of at most threefold multiplicity. This method can 
be expanded in theory for multiplicities higher than three, but it demands a 
lot of computing. DUBNER and ABATE [5], ZAKIAN [23,24.,25], STEHFEST [19, 
20] and PIE SS ENS [16, 17] carried out inverse Laplace transformation on dif-
ferent theoretical bases and their results had been compared by ATKINSON and 
LANG [1]. 
1. Determination of residues 
In most cases it is the rational fractional functions whose inverse Laplace 
transform must be determined in control engineering practice. Then the frac-
tional function must be factored and the partial fraction coefficients must be 
determined. Contrary to mathematics here these coefficients will be called. 
A brief historical review will be given below of the applications of this method, 
without claim to completeness. 
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POTTLE [18] has deyeloped the digital computer oriented nrsion of the 
pioneering iterative method due to MOSKOWITZ RACKER [12]. Kuo KAI-
SER [11] proposed a simpler and more suitable method but some of its 
inconveniencies have to be mentioned, e. g. transforming the multiple poles into 
the origo, power series expansion, error accumulation and running-time con-
sumption. BRUGIA [2] suggested a non-iteratiye method for calculating the 
residues independently of each other. The main disadvantage of this method 
is that even the numerator must be factored. CHEN and HAAS [3] and CHE'" 
and SHIEH [4] worked out a generalized matrix method. The method described 
below is based upon C. W. VALEI'TIl'iE'S paper [22]. 
Let the Laplace transformation of the output signal in the system have 
the following form: 
m 
C.(s) = lV(s) 
I. D(s) 
~a.·si 
- ' i=O 





~ ~--~'--­j':::i;;':l (S~Sy·i~k~l 
(1) 
Our purpose is to get the residue;; Ch; by a recursive way. The coefficients Ch 
can he defined as follows: 
j = 1,2 ... 11 
where Sj denotes the j-th pole, and: 
p-j 





Our statement IS that the residues Ch can be determined 1)',- means of the 
formula: 
(4) 
where superscript denotes the derivates of s. 
Proof 
Expressing the term containing Ch from Eg. (1): 
(5) 
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and rearranging 
Using the VHospital rule Ch is given by 
(7) 
Thereby statement (4) has been verified. 
Generalizing the above train of thought for Ch' the following formula is 
obtained: 
(8) 
Although this formula is a recursive term suitable for determining the 
residual coefficient, it is advisable to rearrange our formula in view of the 
programming work. The computation of term (8) is difficult because of the 
ueed to determine the derivates of the numerator and their substitutive values. 
The Taylor's series of the numerator and the denominator about the i-th 
pole is given by: 
1V(s) = Po -;- Pl(S - sJ -+- p~(s - Si)2 .•. -+- Pi.,' (s Syi - ... 
D(s) qo -'- qt(s - Si) q2(S - SJ2 -;- ... -;- qi., . (s Syi (9) 
They lead to the formula fundamental to the program in the Appendix: 
(10) 
The inverse Laplace transform of C,,(s) can be written with the help of the 
residues as fo11o'ws: 
(11) 
writing the root Si in the form Si = a i + j10 i' the final expression of the time func-
tion is: 
P i.j ti./-i 
C,,(t) = ~ ~ . eGjl • [Re Cl)' cos (lfl t) - Im Cl)' sin (telt)]. (12) 
- .- (" k)! j=l k=l I'j-·' 
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Although this expression IS less known, it IS rather practical as it implies 
real arithmetic. 
2. Description of the program 
In accordance with the above mentioned we have written a digital 
program permitting to determine the inverse Laplace transform of any expres-
sion Ck(s) given by a rational fractional function. The inverse Laplace transfor-
mation or more exactly the determination of the points of function Ck(t) in 
possession of coefficients Cjk is carried out by the INVL procedure. This consti-
tutes the core of the program. The flow-chart shown in Fig. I explains the 
no 
yes 
the polinomial is obtained 
on the basis of poles and zeros 
yes 
yes 
determination of the roots 
of the pofinomial 
identification of the multiplicities 
of/he roots 
expansion of/he numerator 
expansion of the denominator 
determination of Cj7 
determination of Cp 
calculation of Ck(t) ~ 
Fig. 1. The flow-chart of the program for inverse Laplace transformation 
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operational principle of the procedure. The formal parameters of the procedure 
are as follows: 
te specifies how to give the input parameters of the program. It equals 
one, if the poles and the zeros of the function ekeS) as well as the 
polynomials of the numerator and denominator are known. Its value 
is two, if only the poles and zeros are known, otherwise only the 
polynomials are known (i), 
nn order of numerator (i), 
nd order of denominator (i), 
a coefficients of numerator, polynomial [0 : nn), a[O) is the coefficient 
of the highest order term of the numerator, 
b coefficients of denominator polynomial [0 : nd), 
b[O) is the coefficient of the highest order term of the denominator, 
iz number of zeros in the numerator (i), 
ip number of distinct poles of ekeS), (i), 
pz array of poles and zeros of ekeS), [1 : iz+ip, 1 : 2), 
re tm 
pz = [
.. . . . ·1} iz 




maximal multiplicity of denominator (i), 
array of multiplicities of poles and zeros [1 : iz+ip), multiplicities of 
zeros are always one, 
ti initial time value (r), 
dt increment of time (r), 
te final time (r), 
fo initial value of ck(t), (r), 
fv final value of ck(t), (r), 
tp points of ck(t), (i), 
fi array of time values, [1 : tp], 
ft array of values of ck(t), [1 : tp), 
cor array of real parts of residues, [1 : ip, 1 : mmu], 
coi array of imaginary parts of residues, [1 : ip, 1 : mmu). 
The procedure can operate with three different kinds of data presentation 
depending on the value of parameter "ie". If the pole-zero configuration 
and polynomials of the numerator and denominator are known, the residues 
can directly be calculated. 
If only the pole-zero configuration is known, first the ZEPO procedure 
yields the polynomial coefficients. 
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The formal parameters of the ZEPO procedure are as follows: 
ze is the array containing the roots of the polynomial to be determined. 
The real parts of the roots are in the first, and the imaginary ones in 
the second column. The multiple roots must be written in a separate 
row, [1 : n, 1 : 2], 
11 number of roots (i), 
po = array of the coefficients of the polynomial, [0 : m], 
po[O] is coefficient of the highest order term of the polynomial, 
m = power of the polynomial, (i). 
The ZEPO procedure inyolyes the lVIULT procedure, which determines 
the product of two polynomials. 
:Tr I)nly the polynomials are known, the roots of the polynomials are 
determined hy ROOT procedure, and hy their investigation the multiplicity 
of the roots. 
The ROOT procedure has the following formal parameters: 
a array of the polynomial coefficients, [0 : n], 
a [0] is coefficient of the highest order term of the polynomial, 
1l order of the polynomial, (i), 
x array of the real parts of the roots of the polynomial, [0 : n], 
y array of the imaginary part of the roots of the polynomial, [0 : n], 
eps relative error solution, (r), 
It follows naturally from the three kinds of data presentation that not 
every formal parameter of the INYL procedure will he assigned arbitrary 
value. Thus the pattern and the sequence of the data tape haye the follo'wing 
form: 
m order of numerator, (i), 










numher of distinct zeros of numerator (i), 
numher of distinct roots of denominator (i), 
maximal multiplicity of the denominator, (i), 
integer yariahle controlling the data presentation, (i), 
initial time value, (r) 
increment of time, (1'), 
final time, (1'), 
array of the polynomial coefficients of numerator ] if ien = 2 then 
[0 : m], these are not 
array of the polynomial coefficients of denominator needed 
[O:n], 
mul [i) multiplicity 1 I if ien = 2 and 
poz (~, 1] ~eal part of poles and zeros .. i = 1,2. . . . . ien = 1 then 
poz [r, 2] Imaginary part of poles and zeros J kz + kp" .. these are not 
needed 
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3. Example 
To support this method and the adaptability of the program let us 
compute the inyerse Laplace transform of the function giyen by BRt:GIA [2]: 
(13) 
This is a rather extreme function nevertheless very suitable to demonstrate 
the versatility of the program. If beyond the pole-zero configuration also 
the polynomials of the numerator and denominator are known, the yalues on 
the data tape are as follows: 
5, 13, 5, 4, 6, 1, 0.1, 0.05, 20, 
1, 12, 54, 108, 81, 0, (coefficients of the numerator) 
1, 14, 93, 388, 1133, 2442, 3991, 5000, 4794, 3468,} 
1836, 672, 152, 16, 
1, 0, 0, 
1, -3, 0, 
1, -3, 0, all zeros 
1, -3, 0, 
1, 3, 0, 
6, -1, 0, 1 
1, ') 0, ~, distinct poles 3, 1, 
-1.J 
3, -1, -1, 
(coefficients of th" 
denominator) 
The resulting time fUIlction c(t) is seen in Fig. 2. In Table 1 the residues are 
given one by one. With their help the time function can be produced eyen 
analytically from Eq. (12). 
If the term (13) is giyen in polynomial form the ROOT procedure yields 
the following roots: 
PI 1.00174 - jO.01172 ~ 1 
P~ --1.00174 + jO.0l172 ~ 1 
P3 0.99684 jO.00466 ~ 1 
p.! 0.99684 jO.00466 ~ 1 
Po -0.98941 ~ 1 








-2.00000 ~ -2 
-0.99886 jO.99968 ~ -1 -j 
-0.99886 + jO.99968 ~ 1 +j 
-1.00085 jO.99917 ~ ] - j 
--1.00085 jO.99917 r-J 1 +j 
- 1.00029 - j1.00115 ~ 1 - j 
1.00029 + j1.00115 ~ --1 +j 
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The prof!edure obviously produces the multiple roots of the polynomial of 13th 
order at a relatively great accuracy. Knowing the roots the program states 
their multiplicities, yielding in turn the residues. 
0,2 
0,1 








-I 6 16 0 56 8 -121 -22 
-2 I 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 
-l-j 3 -0.875 -20.625 11.l25 0 0 0 




I 6 0 0 0 0 
-2 I 0 0 0 0 0 
-1-j 3 -3 4.0625 81 0 0 0 
-l+j 3 3 4.0625 -81 0 0 0 
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It is worth mentioning in connection with the calculating of the residues 
that both the numerator and the denominator have been expanded into series by 
a version of the well-known HORNER'S method [15], extended to complex form. 
The time function shown in Fig. 2 can be considered as the impulse 
response of a control loop described by C (s) (13). It may be instructive to 
show also the step response of the same control loop in Fig. 3, again determin-
ed by means of the inverse Laplace transformation. The residual coefficients 












-1 6 16 16 -40 -48 73 95 
-2 1 0.125 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 i 3 1.9375 9.7812 -47.562 0 0 0 
-1+i 9.7812 -47.562 0 0 0 
1m eil 
Poles )Iultiplicity : 
4 
-1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 i 3 1.0625 -12.781 -46.219 0 0 0 
-1+i 3 -1.0625 12.781 46.219 0 0 0 
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4. Systems analysis with inverse Laplace transformation 
Our Laplace transform inversion program is very suitable for analysing 
control loops. This will be demonstrated on example: 
Let us consider the control loop in Fig. 4. The transfer functions of 
K eft) 
Gz (s)-sfl +2[Ts + T2 $2) C (5) 
Fig. 4. Block representation of the control loop 
the two elements are: 
1 + STD S + 1 G1(s) = = 2 --'---
I sT1 S + 2 
(14) 
0.5 (15) 
s(s 0.5 - j3) (s + 0.5 + j3) 
where TD = 1 [sec], Tl = 0.5 [sec], T = 0.329 [sec], ,; = 0.16425, K = 4.625. 
The transfer function of the open loop is 
s + 1 G(s) = G1(s)' G2(s) = --------------
s(s + 2) (s + 0.5 j3) (s + 0.5 - j3) (16) 
If the input signal to the open loop system is b(t) or l(t), the Laplace trans-




C"2(S) = G(s) 
s 
if r(t) = b(t) (17) 
if' r(t) = l(t) (18) 
With the help of the program described here we have determined their 
Laplace transforms. In Fig. 5 the function Ck1(t) (that is, the impulse response 
of the open loop) and in Fig. 6 the function Ck2(t) (that is, the step response 
of the open loop) are shown. 
As the open loop is integrating type, the function Ck2(t) will monotonously 
increase in time after decay of the transient part. In Tables 3 and 4 the residual 
coefficients are given, and with their help the time functions can he written 
even in analytical form, e. g.: 
Cu(t) = 0.054·054 + 0.04444 . e-2t + 
e- O.5t • [0.049249 . cos (3t) + 0.0066066 . sin (3t)] +- (19) 
e- O.5t • [0.049249 . cos (-3t) 0.0066066 . sin ( - 3t)] . 
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5+1 [/<l(S} =. 




2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 t [sec! 
Fig. 5. Impulse response of the open loop system 
0,3 
c (s)= 5+1 . 
A2 s2(s+2}{s.+0,5+j3j(s+O,5-)3} 0,2 
0,1 
2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 t [sec! 
Fig. 6. Step response of the open loop system 
Table 3 
Pole, :\Iultiplicity: He Cjj IIll Cij 
0 1 0.054054 0 
-2 1 0.044444 0 
-0.5 + j 3 1 -0.049249 -0.0066066 
- 0.5 - j 3 1 -0.049249 0.0066066 
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The resultant transfer function of the closed loop system is: 
W(s) = G(8) 
1 G(8) 
8 + 1 
-----
S4 + 383 + 11.2582 + 19.58 + 1 
(20) 
The poles of the system .can be determined by the ROOT procedure: 
PI = -0.052873, 
pz = -2.0449, (21) 
P3 = -0.45ll3 - j3.0076, 
P4 = -0.45ll3 j3.0076 . 
It is seen that the feedback changed the integrating type into proportional 
type and also the poles have got other values. Excitation by 6(t) and by l(t) 
of the resulting system yields impulse and step function, respectively. These 
results are plotted in Figs 7 and 8, the residual coefficients are given in Tables 5 
and 6. On the basis of these functions characterizing the system the analysis 








2 6 8 10 12 11; 16 78 20 22 {[sec] 
Fig. 7. Impulse response of the closed loop system 
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Summary 
Recursiye relationships of factoring the rational fractional functions by means of 
the TAYLOR expansion of the numerator and the denominator of the transfer function are 
briefly described. These helped to establish a complete ALGOL program for determining the 
inverse Laplace transform of the rational fractional functions with arbitrary multiplicity. 
In addition to the program two examples are shown to demonstrate its "'ay of operation. 
APPENDIX 
begin 
integer 1, J, m, n, kp, kz, mult, ien, it, po, type, kl, k2, k3; 
real ti, dt, te, fo, fv, del, aI, a2, t; 
input(m, n, kz, kp, mult, ien, ti, dt, te, del); 
comment This program evaluates the inverse Laplace tran5form from the transfer function 
G(s) given in term of rational fractional function with multiple poles'3 
it=entier «te-ti)Jdt)+I; 
begin 
integer array mul[I :kp + kz]; 
real array a[O:m], b[O:n], poz[l:kp+kz, 1:2]; 
real array fi, ft [I :it], cor, coi [I :kp,I :mult]; 
procedure KOMI(aI, a2, bl, b2, cl, c2, in); 
value aI, a2, bl, b2, in; integer in; 
begin integer i: real xl,x2; switch 5=51, s2, 53, s4; 
go to 5[in]; 
sI: cI:=aI+bl; c2:=aI+b2; goto vege; 
s2: cl:=aI-bI; c2:=a2-b2; goto vege; 
s3: cI:=aI xbI-a2 xb2; c2:=a2 xbI+aI ><b2; goto vege; 
54: xl:=bI xbI+b2 xb2; 
vege: 
if xl < 10- 30 then begin lines 5; 
text The complex number is divided by zero.; lines 5 
go to vege end if; 
cI:=(aI ><bI+a2 ><b2)JxI; c2:=(a2 xbI-aI xb2)JxI; 
end of procedure KOMI; 
procedure MULT(poll, i, nI, pol2, j, n2, res, k, nr); 
value nl"! n2~ integer 111~ n2, nr, i~ j, k; real poll, pol2, res; 
begin integer ir; 
nr:=nI+n2; ir=O; 
for k:=O step I until Hr do re5:=0; 
for j:=O step 1 until n2 do 
begin k:=ir; 
for i: =0 step I until nI do 
begin 




end of procedure A'IULT; 
procedure ZEPO(ze, n, po, 111); 
value n; integer n, m; array ze, po; 
begin integer k, p, j, i, nI, rl; array ab[0:2], r[0:2 xn]; 
nI:=O; po[O]:=I; m:=O; 
for i: =1 step I until n do 
begin 
if abs(ze[i,2])S10-20 then 
begin 
ab[O]:=-ze[i,I]; ab[I]:=I; m:=m+I; 
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l1L'LT(ab[j], j, I, pork], k, nI, r[p], p, rl) 
end else 
begin 
ab[O]:=ze[i,l] xze[i,I]+ze[i,2] >;ze[i,2]; 
ab[I]:=-2 xze[i,l]; ab[2]:=I; m:=m+2; 
:\1ULT(ab[j], j, 2, pork], k, nI, r[p], p, rl) 
end if; 
nl:=rl; 
for j:=O step I until rl do 
po[i]:=r[i] 
end i: 
for i:=O step I until m do 
po[i]:=r[m-i] 
end of procedure ZEPO; 
procedure HORI(n, a, k, r, xl, x2); 
value Il, k, xl, x2; integer Il, k; real xl, x2; array a, r; 
begin integer i, j, p; real rl, cl, c2; 
rl:=a[O]; 
for i: = 0 step I until k do 
begin 
r[i, lj:=rl: r[i, 2]:=0 
end i: 
for j:=l step 1 until n do 
begin 
cl:=r[O,I] / xl--r[0,2] xx2; 
c2:=r[O,2] > xl-;-r[O,I] x2; 
r[O,l]: =cl: r[0,2]:=c2; 
p:= ifn-j<k then k else n-j; 
for i: =1 step I until p do 
begin 
cl:=r[i, 1] >:x1--r[i, 2] xx2: 
c2:=r[i, 2] )<xl+r[i, 1] xx2; 
r[i, l]:=cl; r[i, 2]:=c2; 
r[i, l]:=r[i, l]+r[i-l,l]; 
r[i, 2]:=r[i, 2]+r[i-I,2] 
end i 
end j 
end of procedure HOR I: 
procedure ROOT(a, n, x, y, eps); 
value n, eps; integer n; real eps; array a, x, y; 
begin integer i, j, p, nl; 
real u, Y, w, k, Ill, f, fm, fc, XIll, ym, xr, yr, xc, ye, dx, dy, err, 
p:=n; err:=eps t 2; 
for i: =0 step 1 until p do 
x[i]:=a[i]: 
REP: nl:=p-l: xc:=yc:=O; fc:=x[p] t 2; 
dx:=ahs(x[p]/x[O]) t (lip); dy:=O; 
ITER: fm:=fc X 2+1; 
for i:=l, 2, 3, 4 do 
b?gin 
4* 
u:=-dv: dv:=dx; dx:=u; xr:=xc--'-dx; 
yr:=yc':""dy; k:=2 xxx; m:=xr t 2+)T t 2; u:=v:=O: 
for j: =0 step 1 until nl do 
begin 
w:=x[j]+k xu-m V; v:=u; u:=w 
end j; 
f:=(x[p]+u ><xr-Ul xv) t 2+(u ><)T) t 2; 
if f:;:fm then 
begin 





if fm:::;:fc then 
begin 
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dx:=1.5 >:dx: dy:=1.5 ;<dv: 
xc: =xm: yc: =):m: fe: =fm 
end else 
begin 
u:=OA ;< dx-0.3 A dy: dy:=O.4 >~ dy,O.3 ;< dx: dx: =u 
end if; 
if(dxt2+dyt2)«xct2,yct2) err /\ fco=O then goto ITER: 
U'-V'-O' k-'1 '<xc' IIl'=XC +'1. fo'rj:~O ~te;l~,;n~il- nl 'do' 1-' 
begin 
w:=x[j]-;-k;< u-m )< v; v:=u: u:=w 
end j; 
if (x[p]~u>(XC-IIl v) t 2:::;:fc then 
begin 
for j: =1 step 1 lllltil nl do 
x[j]:=x[j-l] xc~x[j]; 
x[p]:=xc; y[p]:=O; p:=p-l 
end else 
begin 
k:=2 Xxc: m:=xc t 2+yc t 2: x[l]:=x[l]+k xx[O]; 
for j:=2 step 1 until p-2 do 
x[j]:=x[j] -'-k >: x[j-l]-m X x[j-2]; 
x[p-l]:=x[p]:=xc; 
y[p]:=yc: y[p-l]:=-yc: p: 
end if: 
if p >0 then goto REP: 
x[O]:=y[O]:=O 
end of procedure ROOT: 
procedure L\YL(ie, nn, nd, a, b, iz, ip, pz, mum, mu, ti, dt, te, fo, fv, tp, fi, ft, cor, eoi, delt); 
value ie, nn, nd, ti, dt, te, delt; integer ie, nn, nd,i z, ip, mmu, tp: 
real ti, dt, te, fo, fv, delt: integer array mu: array a, b, pz, fi, ft, cor, coi; 
begin 
integer i, j, k, nL n2, li, nq, mp, hp, hpl, hq, hqL izl, zp, rl. r2, np, kc: 
real eps, 51, 52, xl, x2, yl. y2, t, fa, s: 
integer array mul [1 :ip]: 
real array pr, pi[O:nd], zr, zi[O:nn], zn[l:nn, 1:2], zd[l:nd, 1:2]: izl=iz-l: ZP=IZ--:-IP; 
comment It follows determination of the initial and final value of time function c(t): 
if nn=nd then fo=-l else 
- begin 
if nn-l=nd then fo:=a[nn]/b[nd] else fo:=O 
end; 
nl:=n2:=0: 
for i: =0 step 1 lIntil nil do 
if abs(a[nn-i])<10-20 then nl:=nI+l: 
for j:=O step I until nd do 
if abs(b [nd-j]) < 10-20 then n2:=n2+1; 
if nl:::;:n2 then fv:=O else 
begin 
if nl+l=n2 then fv:=a[nn-nl]/b[nd-n2] else fv: 
end: 
We h~ve finished the determination the initial and final time value of time function c(t); 
if ie=l then goto CDU else 
if ie=2 then goto CIM2; 
eps:=10- 10; 
comment Only the polinomials are known; 
if nn=O then goto CIM3:: 
if nn=l then 
begin 
pz[l, 1]:=-a[l]fa[O]; pz[l, 2]:=0; mu[l]:=l; iz:=l; goto CIM3; 
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end; 
comment Roots of numerator are calculated; 
ROOT(a, nn, zr, zi, eps); 
fOT i: = 1 step 1 until iz do 
begin 
pz[i, l]:=zr[i]: pz[i, 2]:=zi[i] 
end: 
CnI3; if nd=l then: 
begin 
pz[izl, 1]:=-b[1]/b[0]; pz[iz1, 2]:=0)<; mu[iz1]:=1; ip:=l; go to cnn 
end: 
comm~nt Roots of denominator are calculated; 
ROOT(b, nd, pr, pi. eps); 
for i:=l step 1 until zp do mu[i]:=l; 
fOT j:=l step 1 until ip do mu1[i]:=1; 
for i: = 1 step 1 until nd do 
if abs(pi[i])<delt then pi[i]:=O; 
ip:=O; 
comment It follows the determination of multiplicities of zeros of denominator: 
fOT i:=l step 1 until nd do 
begin 
if mu1[i]=0 then goto Clll; 
ip:=ip-l: zp:=iz+ip: kc:=O; rl:=izl-;-ip; 
mu[zp]:=l; pz[zp,l]:=pr[i]; pz[zp, 2]:=pi[i]; 
if i=nd then go to Clll; 
fOT j: =i -;-1 step 1 until nd do 
bea:in 
~if mul [j] =0 then goto C1l4; 
if (abs(pr[i]-pr[j])< delt) 1\ (abs(pi2i]-pi[j])< delt) then 
begin 
mul[j]:=O: mu[zp]:=mu[zp]+l; 
pz[zp, l]:=pz[zp, l]+pr[j]; pz[zp, 2]:=pz[zp, 2]+pi[j]; goto CIB 
end' 
if (ab~(pr[i]-pr[j])<delt) 1\ (abs(pi[iFpi[j])<delt) then 
begin 
mul[j]:=O; kc:=l; mu[rl]:=mu[zp]; 




if kc=1 then ip:=ip 1; 
Clll: 
end; 
comment The aycrage of poles with multiplicities are calculated; 
fOT i: =1 step 1 until ip do 
begin 
rl:=i~iz; pz[rl,l]: =pz[r1,1]/mu[r1]; 
pz[r 1,2]: =pz[r 1,2]/mu [r 1] 
end; 
IlllIlu:=mu[izl]; k:=izl; 
for i:=2 step 1 until ip do 




zp:=iz+ip: goto CDIl; 
CIM2: 
comment Only the zeros and poles are known; 
for i:=l step 1 until iz do 
begin 
zn[i,l]: =pz[i,l]; zn[i,2]: =pz[i,2] 
end: 
comm~nt The coefficiens of polynomials are calcnlated; 
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ZEPO(zn, iz, a, rl); 
nI:=O: 
for i: =izI step 1 until zp do 
begin 
for j: =1 step 1 until mu[i] do 
end: 
begin 
ifpz[i,2]<0 thengoto elM: 
nI:=nI+I: zd[nI, I]:=pz[i, 1]: zd[nI, 2]:=pz[i, 2]; 
elM: 
end 
comm~nt The coefficient of denominator IS calculated from the roots; 
ZEPO(zd, nI, b, r2): 
eIMI: 
begin real aI, a2, bI, b2, cl, c2, ne ... : 
integer array fact[O:mmu]; 
real array p[O:mmu-I, 1:2], q[0:2 ><mmu-I, 1:2]; 
for i:=I step 1 until ip do 
for j:=I step 1 until mmu do 
begin 
cor[i, j):=coi[i, j]:=O 
end; 
for j: =1 step 1 until ip do 
begin 
xI:=pz[j+iz, 1]: x2:=pz[j+iz, 2]: 
hp:=mu[j+iz]: hpI:=hp-1: 
if hpI < nn then 
begin np:=nn; 
for i:=un-,-I step I until hp1 do 
begin 
p[i, 1]:=0: p[i, 2]:=0 
end 
end else up:=hpI; 
HORI(nn, .a, up, p, xl, x2): 
hq:=2 xhp; hqI:=hq-I: 
if hqI >nd then 
begin np:=nd; 
for i:=nd+I step I until hqI do 
begin 
q[i, 1]:=0: q[i, 2]:=0 
end 
end else up: =hq 1: 
HORI(nd, b, up, q, xL x2): 
Kmll (I' [0, 1], prO, 2], q[hp, 1], q[hp, 2], cor[j, 1], coi[j, 1], 4); 
for i: =2 step 1 until hp do 
begin 
vI·=.,.9·-0· 
jor· li:'':'2-st~p 1 until i do 
begin 
KOMI(q[li+hpI, 1], q[li+hpI, 2], cor[j, i-li+I], coi[j, i-liT 1], sI, 52, 3): 
KOMI(sI, 52, yI, y2, yI, y2, 1) 
end: 
KOl\Il(p[i-I, 1], p[i-I, 2], -y1, -y2, yI, y2, I): 




for i: = 1 step 1 until mulU do 
fact[i]:=i xfact[i-1]: 
i:=O; 
for t: =ti step dt until te do 
begin 
fa=O: i:=i-'-l: fi[i]:=t: 
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for j:=1 step 1 until ip do 
begin 
hp:=mu[j+iz]; sl:=pz[j+iz,l] xt; s2:=pz[j+iz,2] xt; 
yl:=cos(s2); y2:=sin(s2); xl:=exp(sl); xl:=O; 
for k: = 1 stAP 1 until hp do 
x2:=x2+t t (hp-k) X (cor[j, k] xyl-coi[j, k] xy2)/fact[hp-k]; 
x2:=xlxx2; fa:=fa+x2 
end j; 
ft[i]:=fa; tp: =i 
end t; 
end; 
end of procedure, nverse Laplace; 
comment After the declaration of the procedures follows the main program; 
if ien=2 then go to POLU else 
begin 
input (array a): input (array b) 
end; 
if ien~1 then goto FOLY; 
POLU: po:=kp+k::: 
for i: = 1 step 1 until po do 
begin 




I~VL(ien, m, n, a, b, kz, kp, poz, mult, mul, ti. dt, te, fo. fv, it, fi, ft, cor, coi, del); 
text degree of numerator 
output (m:3); line; 
text number of distinct zeros 
output (kz:3); line; 
text degree of denominator 
output (n:3); line; 
text number of distinct poles 
output (kp:3); line; 
text maximum multiplicity of denominator 
output (mult:3); line; 
text initial time value 
output (ti:3:5); line; 
text increment of time 
output (dt:3 :5); line; 
text final time 
outpm (te:3:5); line; 
text initial value of c(t) 
if fo< 0 then text infinite else output (fo/5): 
text final value of c( t) 
if fv< 0 then text infinite else output (fv/5): lines 3; 
spaces 23: text coefficient of polynomials; 
lines 3: spaces 18; text numerator: spaces 15; 
text denominator: lines 2: 
for i =0 step 1 until n do 
begin 
text s t ; outpllt (i:2); 
if i:S:m then 
begin 
spaces 7; Olltput (a[m-i]:5:4): spaces 12: 
output (b[n-i]:5:4): line 
end else 
begin 













lines 4; spaces 10: text zeros; spaces 30; text poles; lines 3; 
=; 
=; 
text re im re im mult; 
lines 2; 
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if kz::S;;kp then 
begin 
k1:=kz; k2:=1; k3:=kp 
end else 
begin 
kl:=kp; k2:=2; k3:=kz 
end; 
for i: =1 step 1 until k1 do 
begin 
outpllt (poz[i,1]:3 :4); spaces 3; Olltpllt (poz[i,2]:3 :,t); spaces 5: 
OlltPllt (poz[i+kz,1]:3:4); spaces 3; 
Olltpllt (poz[i+kz,2]:3:4); spaces 3; 
Olltput (mul[i+kz]:2); line 
end i; 
faT i:=kl-;-l step 1 until k3 do 
begin 
if k2=1 then 
begin 
spaces 30; outpllt (poz[i+kl,1]:3:4); spaces 3; 
Olltput (poz[i,kl,2]:3:4); spaces 3; 0 
Olltput (mul[i-;-k1]:1): line 
end else if k2=2 then 
begin 




text real parts of the residues:; lines 3; 
outpllt (array cor/5); lines 5; 
text imaginary parts of residues:; lines 3; 
Olltput (array coi/5): lines 5; 
text points of the time finction:; lines 3; 
i:=O; 
faT t=ti step dt llntil te do 
begin 
i:=i...!-l; outpllt (i:3); spaces 5; 
o lltp Ilt (t:3:3); spaces i; 
Olltput (ft[i]j6); line 
end t; 
text The program was run on computer type RAZDA::'I-3 of "Cniversity Computing Centre.: 
lines 5; 
end end of program 
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